A question then one drawn with more intention than observation, of figures 'Here's the truth,' Spencer exclaimed. Encouraged by this, Michael brought out a number of his imaginative drawings, conceptions which seemed to lead him into worlds outside his conscious experience. His inner vision is indeed so vivid that, however strange and unfamiliar the scenes, he draws them with a conviction that makes them credible, I had shown some of his decorated initial letters to Harold Monro. Monro was then deep in the bold enterprise of publishing poetry and showed a sure judgment in selecting artists to illustrate his books, Michael was scarcely more than sixteen years old, yet Monro chose him to make one of two alphabets for poems by Eleanor Farjeon; this was the Country Child's Alphabet; the Tom Child's Alphabet Monro gave to David Jones, who also showed marked imagination, and later himself wrote a book of rare quality, dealing with his experiences during the war.
Spencer's fearlessness of approach, his power of throwing himself into his subject, his moral force, combined with a concentrated energy, deeply impressed my son. Talking of the material difficulties an artist lias to meet, Spencer said he felt, each time he set to work, as though he were setting out in a boat, with provisions only for a day 'smack into the black'. 'I am still painting the big Resurrection,' he wrote some weeks after our visit, It will take me another year to finish and longer possibly. Although the world in this picture is not "without form and void", the ground and the grass and bushes having been painted, still I have not yet come to the exciting point of 'creating' (painting the people, I find I am painting things in this picture in the same order in which God created them, first the Firmament), there is only a tiny bit of it in my picture, but I nevertheless began with it, then all the bare earth bits and the river bits? then the bushes and flowers and grass and trees and creepers, and here I also do walls and buildings, then come animals and human beings together at the end.' I told him how impressed my son and I had been with his designs, and touched on one 94

